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Abstract 

In terms of the subject of energy design, hybrid renewable energy frameworks linked to 

conventional power providers are an intriguing mechanical arrangement. By combining 

renewable energy frameworks with other energy frameworks, energy stability can be significantly 

increased. The hybrid energy framework, which makes use of elements from wind turbines and 

photovoltaic modules attached to a lattice, is examined and optimized in this research. The 

components of the framework are improved using the monetary and natural targets criteria. The 

optimization was carried out in consideration of the trial data acquired for the entire year. Results 

indicated the best hybrid framework design in terms of practical purpose, which gives the optimal 

balance between the number of pieces and overall efficacy. While ecological goals result in lower 

CO2 discharges and higher energy expenditure, this one achieved the lowest energy cost while still 

producing somewhat higher CO2 outflows. It also exhibits the best split between the number of 

pieces and the structure's net present cost. It has been demonstrated how a hybrid framework can 

be enhanced to reduce expenses while simultaneously minimizing CO2 emissions to the absolute 

minimum. 
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Interest has been sparked by the quick growth of the renewable energy sector and the importance 

of merging various energy sources into a hybrid renewable energy system (HRES). In terms of 

dependability, dependability, adaptability, and eco-friendliness, these hybrid frameworks can 

outperform the restrictions imposed on individual technologists. One of the key issues is the 

stochastic nature of photovoltaic (PV) and wind energy assets. When available, wind is 

occasionally wasted and frequently not included in load designs. Similar to that, energy derived 

from sunlight is only accessible during the day. 

By utilising a hybrid energy architecture that incorporates energy storage, renewable and 

nonrenewable power, the risks and variability related to renewable energy can be decreased. 

Keywords: Techniques, Renewable Hybrid Optimization, Power Generation 

1. Introduction  

In order to optimise system productivity and enhance energy balance, a hybrid renewable energy 

system (HRES), also known as hybrid power, typically consists of at least two renewable energy 

sources[1]. The urgent need for alternative energy sources to meet the steadily increasing energy 

demand has increased due to the rapid use of petroleum goods. Another significant reason to lessen 

our reliance on petroleum fuels is the emergence of dangerous atmospheric anomalies. The 

development of environmentally friendly power producing technologies will be crucial for the 

future supply of electricity[3]. The development of renewable energy includes the production of 

electricity from sources like wind , sun, micro hydro, biomass, sea waves, geothermal, and tides. 

In any event, renewable energy sources are unpredictable and highly site-specific. As a result, the 

idea of a hybrid renewable energy framework for power generation in independent applications 

has been put forth to consider the limitations of a single innovation based framework, which are 

related to high framework cost and low dependability, as well as request expansions in independent 

mode. 

No matter when or where they live, humans need energy to survive, especially in the twenty-first 

century when people strive for greater levels of personal improvement. Among the many different 
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types of energy, electrical energy is one of the most essential for human survival. As the world's 

population continues to increase, so does the demand for energy. Recently, attention has been 

drawn to the environmental and climatic damage that petroleum product extraction and usage have 

caused to the world, including changes in global temperature, ozone layer exhaustion, and air 

pollution[4]. As a result, legislative requirements frequently get exceedingly strict in regards to 

regulating harmful gas releases. Additionally, their tiredness is brought on by the continual and 

vigorous use of conventional energy sources (EIA 2016). The two issues raised above motivate 

various networks to hunt for alternatives for alternate energy creation. 

The planet's renewable energy resources are abundant enough to meet the world's rising energy 

needs for a very long time. However, part of the energy generated from these sources is either 

discontinuous or unable to attain the necessary power quality due to its unexpected nature. As a 

result, switching completely from petroleum derivatives to renewable energy will be difficult and 

require a blend of several energy sources[5]. Elective energy sources like hydropower, geothermal 

energy, biomass, wind, sun, hydrogen, and atomic energy as well as petroleum products must 

cooperate in a variety of combinations rather than as a single source or unit to meet the privately 

demanded energy interest. Many governments, particularly those with high CO2 emissions, are 

actively looking for doable ways to improve their energy infrastructure. Hybrid renewable energy-

based energy supply systems are very popular right now. These technologies are becoming more 

and more well-liked as methods for charging areas connected to matrices as well as places without 

a lattice. 

Although renewable energy has many benefits, there are a few downsides as well. The actual cost 

of energy might occasionally be rather high, and the dependability and consistency of power 

supply are frequently grave issues[7]. Additionally, because of the intricate idea of environmental 

variables that have a big impact on solar and wind energy, it is difficult to forecast the precise 

amount of energy created over the long term. One solution to the issue of inconsistent power 

generation is the usage of hybrid frameworks. These systems cogenerate energy by combining at 

least two separate energy sources. 
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A hybrid renewable energy framework consists of at least two renewable and nonrenewable energy 

sources (HRES). Batteries, power sources (such as wind turbines, diesel generators, and solar-

powered clusters), and the power board community, which regulates power production from all 

sources, are crucial elements of such systems[9]. Such frameworks are exemplified by Miniature 

Lattice, an integrated energy framework including energy stocks, liabilities, and assets. Due to the 

demands for appropriated generation, as well as the combination of HRESs, including solar (PV), 

wind, and battery storage devices, miniature lattices have gained importance over the years. Both 

utility grids and clients can benefit from the micro networks' various advantages, including 

improved power quality, a drop in fossil fuel waste, increased energy productivity, and lower 

prices[11]. The possibility of islanding, which enables the miniature network to be detached from 

the utility matrix due to upstream aggravations or voltage vacillations, is another feature of 

miniature lattices. 

2. Description of The Hybrid System  

The weather patterns have a huge impact on how much power is generated from the sun and the 

wind. As a result, no one source of energy is capable of supplying wise and reliable power. 

Potential power changes will result from the fusion of the renewable energy systems. Energy 

capacity advancements, such as capacity batteries (SBs), can be used to lessen or attempt to 

balance the variations[13]. The site-specific size of the capacity framework depends on the amount 

of renewable generation and the heap. When a proper mix of wind and solar powered generation 

is used for a specific site, the necessary stockpiling limit can be reduced to a minimum. 

2.1. PV System 

A photovoltaic (PV) system is a collection of mechanical and electrical equipment that use solar 

energy to produce electricity, including at least one solar-powered charger, an inverter, and other 

components,Fig .1. From tiny roof or mobile structures to massive utility-scale power plants, PV 

structures exist in a variety of sizes. Although PV frameworks can function independently as off-

lattice PV frameworks, the focus of this article is on frameworks connected to the utility network, 

also known as matrix tied PV frameworks. 
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Figure: 1. Diagram of PV System Powering DC & AC Loads with Battery Storage 

2.2. Wind Turbine  

The mechanical energy produced by the wind is transformed into electrical energy by the wind 

turbines. A voltage and a recurrence guideline are needed to use this electrical energy. Wind 

turbines operate according to a simple system. Due to the power of the wind, a rotor is surrounded 

by a few cutting edges that resemble propellers. The rotor is attached to the main shaft, which 

rotates a generator to generate electricity. 

3. Essentials of Hybrid System Optimizations 

To determine the appropriate hybrid framework mix to meet the heap need, an evaluation based 

on power dependability and framework life-cycle cost should be conducted. 

3.1. Power System reliability 

 The hybrid framework's quality is computed using a variety of methods. AlAshwal and Moghram 

presented a method for selecting the degree of solar and wind energy in a hybrid framework .  

3.2. System cost 

There are a various financial models that can be used for the framework cost analysis, including 

Net Present Cost, Levelized Cost of Energy, and Life Cycle Cost. Most frequently, it is thought 

that the presence of PV modules also indicates the presence of the framework. The levelized cost 

of energy is the ratio of a structure's total annualized cost to the yearly power it transmits. 
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4. Algorithms for maximizing hybrid renewable energy systems 

Approaches to registering the most extreme or least of numerical skills are optimization 

calculations. While enhancing a framework's plan, various objectives can be considered. Examples 

of such aims include increasing the framework's effectiveness and reducing the cost of its 

construction. The use of optimization techniques and tactics can help resolve complex problems. 

We must consider the exhibits of an HRES's component pieces when planning one. The main goal 

is to produce a better display at a lower cost. The framework can be effectively demonstrated to 

achieve these goals. Traditional computations, met heuristic procedures, and hybrids of at least 

two optimization approaches are the  optimization techniques that are frequently used in showing 

and optimising for hybrid frameworks[15]. 

 

4.1. Classical techniques 

To find the best solutions for differentiable and constant capacities, traditional optimization 

techniques use differential analytics. For applications whose aim capabilities are not distinct and 

consistent, the standard approaches have limited capacity. A few traditional optimization 

approaches have been used for hybrid energy frameworks. Typical classical computations for 

enhancing HRESs include nonlinear programming (NLP), dynamic programming (DP), and 

straight programming model (LPM). 

Direct programming model (DPM) is targeted when the objective capability is straight and the 

plan variable space is determined utilising just straight balances and imbalances.  

Several studies on HRES optimization have used this paradigm. These investigations take 

advantage of the LPM's capacity for reliability and financial assessment stochastically. However, 

the inability of any of the renewables to properly function has a negative influence on the whole 

system's ability to transport energy. 
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The nonlinear programming (NLP) model looks at broad situations when the imperatives, the goal 

capabilities, or both involve nonlinear components. In several tests, this model has been applied. 

The concept encourages handling complex problems with simple activities. Despite this, the 

computational weight of the problem is increased by the high number of cycles for mathematical 

techniques like NLP. 

Dynamic programming (DP) focuses on situations when the optimization strategy relies on 

subdividing the main difficulty into smaller, more manageable issues. This method aids in solving 

problems that include several steps that are connected to one another. One advantage of DP is its 

ability to streamline each step. This allows it to take into account the complexity of larger 

frameworks. However, DP's extensive recursive capabilities make code and execution challenging 

and complex. Researchers who employ DP for HRES optimization have proven this. 

 

 

4.2. Methods using metaheuristics 

Met heuristic pursuit techniques have been frequently employed for enhancing complex 

frameworks, such as HRESs, because to their capacity to offer efficient, accurate, and optimal 

solutions. These calculations are influenced by nature since they depend on natural behavior to get 

better. Examples of metaheuristic optimization used for HRESs include hereditary calculation 

(GA),particle swarm optimization (PSO), reproduced tempering (SA), and ant colony (AC) 

computation. 

Hereditary calculation (GA) is a transformational population-based calculation that combines a 

number of activities, such as introduction, change, hybrid, and determination, to ensure finding the 

best solution for a particular problem. A few studies used GA to organize the HRESs' activities 

and plans. If GA is not implemented or planned properly, it may result in neighborhood 

optimisation. 
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Molecule swarm optimization (PSO) simulates the social behaviour of a group of people migrating 

to a given location in search of food. It is an iterative calculation entirely dedicated to locating a 

remedy for a particular target capability within a particular domain. Several studies have looked 

into how to use it to enhance HRESs. PSO is adept at addressing the difficulties associated with 

dissipation and optimization. However, it needs a few changes due to its unclear and inconsistent 

nature. 

Reenacted tempering is necessary for the treatment of the metal strengthening (SA). After being 

cooled off and frozen with the least amount of energy possible, a metal is first softened at a very 

high temperature. Because of this, the metal still has certain metallurgical imperfections but 

generates larger precious stone sizes. For hybrid framework estimation, SA has been employed in 

numerous studies. 

Calculating subterranean insect settlement (AC) is dependent on how insects behave when using 

a certain pheromone to mark the path for other subterranean insects. Additional insects follow a 

similar path, leaving more pheromones in their wake. However, if a method isn't used, at that 

moment the last pheromone's scent will no longer be detectable. Insects are more drawn to areas 

with high concentrations of pheromone odours, which usually leads them to areas with abundant 

food sources. Underground insects designate the shortest route to food by employing this tactic. 

AC mimics this behaviour in order to find the best solution for a specific target capability. For 

hybrid framework size optimization, this calculation has been used. Although AC calculations can 

be assembled quickly, they need a lot of memory. 

4.3. Hybrid techniques 

The limitations of the individual procedures outlined above can be overcome by combining at least 

two optimization strategies to produce more dependable and effective HRES solutions. This 

pairing is referred to as a hybrid strategy. SA-Unthinkable hunt, Monte Carlo simulation (MCS)-

PSO, hybrid iterative/GA, MODO (multi objective plan optimization)/GA transformative 

calculations, and recreation optimization-MCS are a few examples of such techniques. Several 
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studies aimed at enhancing HRESs have used these techniques. Hybrid approaches may have some 

limitations even though they enhance the optimization's overall appearance. Examples of such 

challenges include the complexity of the hybrid ANN/GA/MCS strategy's plan, the inconsistent 

varying of the idleness weight in transformative calculations, the complexity of the optimization-

coding, and the hybrid MCS-PSO technique's half-baked positive thinking in poorly designed 

hybrid iterative/GA arrangements. MCS's 

5. Material and Methods  

A photovoltaic board, a wind turbine, regulators, and a network connection make up the proven 

hybrid energy system. In order to identify the best approach to divide the quantities of the parts in 

accordance with established rules, the framework must be strengthened. The reproduction and 

optimization of the hybrid power framework depends on the components of the cycle and the 

framework. The issue gets trickier as a result of the vulnerability of renewable resources, the 

burden of interest, and the irregularities in the framework components. The framework 

optimization also takes into account a variety of factors, such as financial, specialised, ecological, 

and so forth. A typical task for hybrid power framework optimization is determining the best 

design for each component (renewable energy components, conventional generators, and energy 

storage unit) located in the predetermined objective that will withstand the typical requests load 

with a sufficient level of palatable wellbeing. In this study, a few established standards for the 

design of ideal hybrid power frameworks are based on goals for constant quality and electrical 

loads. 

5.1. Total hybrid energy produced at any given time 

The sum of the power generated by each component results in the overall power generated by the 

hybrid power system. It may always be summed up as follows: 

P = P + P + P h,t PWT,t PV,t PGrid,t  

where PWT,t is the power of the wind turbine, and Ph,t is the overall power of the hybrid system, 

PPV,t is power produced by solar power modules, and PGrid,t is power exchanged with the lattice. 
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The PV, WT components, and lattice framework's electrical burden request condition ensures that 

the power request is met whenever required . 

PLoad,t = PWT,t + PPV,t + PFrom grid,t      

5.2. Energy prices 

Energy prices are typically stated as euros (or another currency) per kWh. This cost in hybrid 

power systems relies on a number of factors, including the initial capital expenditure, ongoing 

operating expenses, depreciation time, energy production, the possibility for a decline in hardware 

prices as production quantities increase, and so forth. It could very possibly be evaluated as 

follows: 

 

where Eprim,AS,DC is the primary burden served by the air conditioner and DC, Egrid,sales is 

the overall matrix deals, and the others are annualized costs. Cann,tot is the total annualized cost 

of the framework, which comprises the annualized expenses of each component. 

 

 

 

5.3. Costs incurred annually by each system component 

Every component of the framework's annualized costs includes each component's initial 

investment throughout the course of the project. It is often determined using the following 

condition: 

Cann, cop = Ccap · CRF (i, Rproj) 
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Where Rproj is the project's duration, Ccap is the component's underlying capital expense, and 

CRF (i,Rproj) is the project's lifetime capital recovery factor. 

 

Where I is the real interest rate (%) determined as follows: 

5.4. Annualized component replacement costs 

You can compute the annualised expenses of component replacement as follows: 

 

Considering that component lifetimes may differ from project lifetimes, frep is a factor that arises 

in this situation. 

 

Where Rrep is the replacement cost duration, Rcomp is the component lifespan, and Rproj is the 

project lifetime: 

 

5.5. Net current cost as a whole 

The value of the relative abundance of costs that an asset incurs throughout the course of its 

existence, less the current value of all of the revenue an asset earns during that time, is represented 
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by the framework's total net present cost(NPC). Among the costs include electrical energy acquired 

from the matrix as well as capital costs, substitution costs, activity and support costs, fuel costs, 

discharge fines, and gasoline costs. Incomes include the value of the rescue and the income from 

the framework deals; this value can be calculated using the calculation: 

 

5.6. Cost of operation and upkeep 

The following are included in the activity and maintenance (O&M) costs: the framework fixed 

O&M cost, the penalty for exceeding the limit, and the penalty for contaminated emanations. 

 

Whereas Ecs is an annual or cumulative limit lack that occurs over time, Com,fixed is the decent 

activity and support cost continuously, and Cemissions is for discharges, Ccs is a limit lack  that 

applies to the framework for any limit deficiency that occurs over the year. 

6. Results and discussion  

The load profile offered by Polskie Sieci Elektroenergetyczne and the exploratory estimation were 

used to produce the results in this work. (PSE). From January 1 to December 31, 2017, the AGH 

College of Science and Innovation grounds' building C3's weather metres (an anemometer and a 

thermometer) were used to gather climatic data (solar radiation, wind speed, and ambient 

temperature). The expected electrical load and the normal wind speed were taken into 

consideration while choosing the wind turbine unit (Aeolos-H 1KW). The WT has a size of 1.0 

kW AC, a cut-in wind speed of 2.0 m/s, a cut-out wind speed of 25 m/s, a lifetime of 25 years, and 

an assembly-related CO2 output rate of roughly 300 kg/kW. 
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Figure: 2(a). Grid flows and power generation from various sources for the days of April 12, 

2017, when it was sunny. 

 

Figure: 2(b). Grid flows and power generation from various sources for the days of , June 1, 

2017, when it was cloudy. 
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Schott ASI200 type solar modules were selected, and STC provided specialized details: 200 Wp 

nominal power, 72 solar-based cells per module (3 x 24), dimensions 1.308 mm x 1.108 mm, 

NOCT 49°C, a temperature coefficient of power of 0.2%/°C, and 20.8 kg. 800 kg/k Wp or so of 

CO2 are released from the assembly system. Figures 2 (a)-(b) display the hourly result power 

conveyance for the hybrid framework. 

7. Conclusion  

A description of hybrid renewable energy systems (HRES). Different perspectives are carefully 

audited, including strategy, unit estimates and optimization, stockpiling, and energy stream 

executives. The report also introduces potential future patterns and challenges. The newly 

introduced writing audit collaborates with curious analysts to prepare and drive the HRES board. 

It is considered to optimize hybrid frameworks using renewable energy sources. It introduces the 

grouping of optimization methods. 

Recently, a trend toward lower costs for renewable energy breakthroughs has been observed, 

which aligns with the emergence of a preference for scattered energy generation. With the growing 

complicity of the hybrid frameworks, those two variables provide the opportunity for many 

responses to be reexamined.  

The power framework has been developed and simplified to get the biggest energy yield with the 

least CO2 emission for the ecological target, while the framework has been upgraded to get the 

most extreme energy yield at the lowest cost for the prudent aim. The findings showed that while 

the ecological aim achieves a better split between parts and has a higher energy cost than the 

financial goal but with less CO2 emissions, the optimal HRES design on the financial goal delivers 

the best split between parts and total productivity. 
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